285 & 286 CORNERS OF HEAD-SHAWLS, EMBROIDERED IN RED SILK ON LINEN. 287 EMBROIDERED APRON
BOHEMIA

290 CORNER OF HEAD-SHawl EMBROIDERED IN BLACK SILK ON LINEN WITH LACE BORDER, FROM PILSEN

291 LACE BORDER OF A BEDCURTAIN
LACE CORNER OF A HEAD-SHawl, FROM NORTH BOHEMIA

LACE BORDER OF A BEDCURTAIN
BOHEMIA

294  LACE CAP, FROM REICHENBERG

295  LACE BORDER OF A BEDCURTAIN

296  EMBROIDERED INSERTION FOR A WOMAN'S BLOUSE
301  Peasants' Cottages in the Hanna District

302  Interior of a Peasant's Cottage
(By permission of Messrs. Gerlach & Wiedling)
MORAVIA.

EARTHENWARE POTTERY
IN THE ERZHERZOG RAINER-MUSEUM, BRÜN.

EARTHENWARE POTTERY
IN THE ERZHERZOG RAINER-MUSEUM, BRÜN.
331  Girl’s Collar Embroidered in Coloured Silks on Home-spun Linen, from Landshut

332  Embroidered End of Bride’s Head-scarf (šatka)
333 GIRL’S COLLAR EMBROIDERED IN COLOURED SILKS ON HOME-SPUN LINEN

334 SLEEVE BAND EMBROIDERED IN GOLD, SILVER AND BLACK THREAD